BRRRRRR! IT'S
COLD!
FROST
DAMAGE

keep at least the roots alive, even if
you end up losing most of the plant.
The key thing, when looking in your
frost damaged garden in winter, is to
not despair. Do not prune any plant
until all danger of frost has occurred –
wait until late spring. Branches you
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Make sure your soil has
adequate moisture.
This will increase its
ability to retain heat.
When frost is expected,
cover sensitive plants
overnight with
something like an old
sheet, light blanket or
even newspaper. It is
best to not have the
covering touch the
plant. Remove cover
during the day.
The trunk of young
trees can be loosely
wrapped in cloth or
cardboard to insulate
the trunk.
You can use electric
holiday lights to
generate a little
warmth especially if
plants are covered or
even single light bulbs
in outdoor approved
fixtures. Place lights at
base of plant so heat
can rise.

